Marine Debris Resources for teachers
NOAA Marine Debris Program
The NOAA Marine Debris Program and its partners offer free, downloadable education and outreach
materials for people of all ages to learn about marine debris. Everyone has a role to play in raising
awareness about the problem, including educators, parents, friends, youth leaders, non-profits,
corporations, and industry.
Spread the word with brochures, curriculum, and more, and help keep the sea free of debris!
Provide your email address to subscribe to the quarterly educator newsletter and get updates on new
marine debris educational resources. https://marinedebris.noaa.gov/resources
Marine Debris Blog
- https://marinedebrisblog.wordpress.com/2014/09/02/back-to-school/back-to-school-01/
There are lots of ways to help fight marine debris while heading back to school! Consider green school
supplies and make sure that you’re incorporating the 3Rs (reduce, reuse, recycle!) into your everyday
routine. You can also work to incorporate marine debris education into your classroom through various
activities and lessons.
If you’re looking for some useful marine debris activities and curricula for your class, look no further! The
NOAA Marine Debris Program (MDP) has lots of engaging resources that are free and available to
download.
Looking for curricula to incorporate into your lesson plans? You can find useful ideas for lessons and
activities relating to marine debris on our website! Check out “An Educator’s Guide to Marine Debris,” a
curriculum appropriate for grades K through 12. Or, take a peek at this web-based Marine Debris
STEAMSS (Science, Technology, Engineering, Art, Math, and Social Studies) curriculum. Created by our
partners at Oregon State University and funded by the MDP, it helps to incorporate marine debris lessons
for grades 4 through 12 into various disciplines.
Want to talk about marine debris
in your classroom but not sure how
to begin? Consider showing TRASH
TALK in your class! This fifteenminute video (which can also be
broken down into six two-minute
videos that go over various aspects of
the issue) reviews the basics of
marine debris in a fun, interesting
way that’s both engaging and easy to
understand. In fact, the TRASH
TALK Special Feature recently
received a Regional Emmy® Award!
Looking for marine debris
activities to incorporate into your

lessons or to engage your after school group? Check out the TRASH TALK Webinar for Educators. This
ten-minute video goes through examples of fun, hands-on activities that bring marine debris issues to life
and make them easier to understand. These activities can also serve as a great way to get the conversation
going after viewing the TRASH TALK videos.
Prevention is the ultimate solution to marine debris and education is the key. As the school year ramps up,
so can our efforts against marine debris!

An Educator’s Guide to Marine Debris
NOAA Marine Debris Program
In an effort to bring students new science, technology, engineering, and mathematics-based marine debris
lessons, we present An Educator’s Guide to Marine Debris. In this guide, the NOAA Marine Debris
Program and the North American Marine Environment Protection Association designed a variety
of lessons and many fun facts to use with students.
In ‘It’s All Downstream From Here…’ students are asked to collect, sort, and analyze classroom trash and
make inferences about the sources and solutions. Understanding the effects of marine debris and creating a
plan to take personal responsibility is one of many beneficial outcomes of this guide.
You can download the guide from our website and start a conversation with your students about science,
marine debris, and environmental stewardship.

Activities and Curricula
Download an assortment of puzzles, brain-teasers, coloring activities,
and formal curricula for Grades 1-12. All curricula and activities are
available for download and print!

Reports and Technical Memos
The NOAA Marine Debris Program has a suite of scientific reports for
download, including technical memos, topic papers, action plans, and
workshop summaries.

Fact Sheets
Download and print fast information on marine debris, the "garbage
patch," the Marine Debris Program, and other hot topics.

Posters and Brochures
Hang a display in learning centers to educate visitors about “garbage
patches,” put a poster in your classroom, or hand out brochures in your
community. We have a limited amount in print. Contact
marinedebris.web@noaa.gov (link sends e-mail) for availability.

The Marine Debris Monitoring Toolkit for

Educators was created through a collaboration
between the NOAA Marine Debris Program (MDP)
and the Office of National Marine Sanctuaries. This
toolkit provides many useful marine debris
resources and adapts the MDP's Marine Debris
Monitoring and Assessment Project, a robust
citizen science monitoring initiative, for classroom
use. The Toolkit is designed to assist teachers in
educating their students about marine debris and
involving them in marine debris research and
outreach. Using the Toolkit, students conduct
marine debris surveys, which can help to provide
valuable information on where, when, and what
kind of debris is showing up. Students can enter
their data into a national database, analyze
monitoring results, and become involved in marine
debris stewardship within their communities.
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45-Minute In-class Sand Analysis Workshop (Grades 5-12)
Analyze sand samples from Seal Beach, CA to determine what percentage
is made of plastic debris. Field trip option available for Grades 5-8, for
groups of 15 and smaller only. To organize this activity on your own, check
out TRASH TRACKERS website.

Afterschool Waste Characterization Workshop (Grades 3-8)
Collect, sort, characterize, and analyze trash found on school
grounds. Results are used to propose solutions to campus pollution.

ON-YOUR-OWN Clean Campus Challenge (Grades 1-5)
Conduct a campus waste characterization with your students and tackle
littering through learning and a student designed action project.
DOWNLOAD MATERIALS HERE
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